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CORPORATE ACCOUNTANT - JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
About Shift Energy Japan, KK (SEJ) 
SEJ’s mission is to shape the future of the energy industry in Japan, with a main focus on post Feed-in-
Tariff and self-consumption solar. We are a dynamic team that pulls from all areas of expertise across 
business, arts and sciences. Our company nurtures deep relationships across all aspects of the solar 
sector in Japan.  
 
SEJ creates value for: Energy end customers, channel partners (installers of solar), financiers, suppliers 
of solar systems and solar development teams.  
 
Our primary focus is relationships. Our company succeeds based on how we maintain, nurture and 
cultivate our relationships both internally and externally. Our teammates and our company are 
Passionate, Relationship focused, Innovative, Committed, Edgy, United and Professional. 
 

Overview 
We are looking for energetic, intellectual, curious and ambitious people to join our team as in the role 
of Corporate Accountant to prepared and provide SEJ executives with financial records and statistical 
information. If you are looking to make an impact, are passionate about energy, have extensive 
quantitative skills and strong communication capabilities, we would love to talk to you! The primary 
focus for this position is to coordinate the timely financial closing process for Shift Energy Japan KK and 
its related entities. 

 
Main responsibilities 
 Prepare asset, liability and capital account entries by compiling and analyzing account information 
 Documents financial transactions by entering account information 
 Maintain bookkeeping for Shift Energy Japan KK and its related entities  

o Develop a system to account for financial transactions 
o Maintain general ledger  

 Interface with tax experts 
o Ensure that accounting is accurately updated on all federal and local tax policies 

 Interface with Corporate secretary  
 Keeping financial reports up to date 

o Reporting financial records to Board of Directors and other shareholders 
o Collect, analyze, and summarize financial information and trends  

 Set up and maintain records for all SEJ KK employees 

 
Key skills 
 Extensive knowledge of generally accepted accounting principles for Hong Kong, Japan and U.S.  
 Strong analytical and conceptual skills to review general ledger account balances 
 Reporting statistical results  
 High standard in confidentiality  
 Internal and external communications dealing with enrolling people into new ideas, processes or ways 

of doing business 
 Experience with financial modeling, statistical analysis, or value chain analysis 
 Ability to work independently 
 Bachelor degree in accounting with advanced accounting degrees a plus 
 Strong quantitative skills  
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 Setting and meeting deadlines 
 Strong organizational skills 
 English and Japanese fluency with Chinese a plus 
 

Opportunities for a successful candidate 
 Based in Japan, experience an enjoyable, dynamic, global working environment with teammates from 

different backgrounds, and overcome challenges that are not common  
 Build relationships that create value for multiple parties simultaneously 
 Learn about electricity, power and energy: Essentials for our life. With this knowledge you can become 

an expert on energy in Japan 
 Experience the importance of communication across personality types, cultures, different levels of 

languages, different job roles and different types of companies while leaving the importance of setting 
goals for most interactions and tailoring messages to achieve goals 

 Embrace being wrong FAST and its value in your life 
 Experience being on an exponential learning curve which will grow your skills, capabilities and 

experience on a personal and professional level in ways you never imagined 
 Work closely with teammates and experienced managers in this industry 
 Learn how to prioritize tasks and your time 

 
Compensation structure 
 Competitive with market  
 Based on experience 
 Aligned with performance 
 


